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Our Education System



Square Pegs 

Education Law

The problem with trying to fit a square peg into a round 

hole is not that the hammering is hard work. It's that you're 

destroying the peg! 



What does an education lawyer do?

 Help children and young people receive education 

provision and placements they need to thrive. 

 Empower parents to overcome  challenges they face 

navigating the education system 

 (Plenty of challenges - Education Select Committee 

23/10 and Local Government Ombudsman Reports 

4/10) 
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Familiar Mantra



What went wrong in this story?



Almost everything in the first half

 Lack of identification/diagnosis/not meeting needs and no request 

for Statutory Assessment (now EHC assessment)

 School gates ostracising/ career impact/ social isolation/sibling 

impact/ parental discord

 Unlawful exclusion (reduced timetable and ‘cooling off’)

 Unable to access CAHMS & Services

 Ostensibly lawful exclusions that were in fact DD

 Disability discrimination (sanctions/ trips/ exclusions)

 No provision of suitable full-time education while not in school HRA

 Conflict over school placement (LA protecting budgets)

 Difficulty engaging for annual review/needing to appeal 

amendment.



“Special Educational Needs”

Section 20 (1) (CFA): 

 a learning difficulty or a disability which calls for special 

educational provision to be made for him or her. 

Section 20 (2) (CFA): A learning difficulty or disability if:

 a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the 

majority of others of the same age, or 

 (b) has a disability which prevents or hinders him or her 

from making use of facilities of a kind generally provided 

for others of the same age in mainstream schools



SEN Support – Notional £6k

 If no plan or statement your child with SEN should be on SEN Support

 Section 66 CFA 2014:  Duty on schools to use their “best endeavours” to secure special educational provision

 Schools have a duty to ‘have regard’ to SEN code of Practice 2015 (chapter 6 schools)

 SEN SUPPORT: the school must engage in a cycle of ASSESS → PLAN → DO → REVIEW

 Communication and interaction - Cognition and learning –

 Social emotional and mental health - Sensory and physical

 A record of above must be kept in a SEN Support Record and made available to parents who should be 

informed /involved

 All staff working with pupil should be made aware of their:

 needs - outcomes sought - support and teaching strategies required.

 The decision to involve specialists can be taken at any time and should always involve parents

 Must provide annual report and meet parents 3 times a year 

 They should trigger an EHC needs assessment where 

 cannot meet a child’s needs – don’t have the expertise or funding to identify those needs or provision required -

know what the child’s needs are and  provision is but they cannot make that provision



EHC assessment - Threshold

 Legal threshold for when LA has to carry out an assessment:

 S. 36 The LA must secure an EHC needs assessment ...if,

 (a) the child or young person has or may have special educational needs, and

 (b) it may be necessary for special educational provision to be made for the child or 

young person in accordance with an EHC plan.

 Legal threshold for when LA has to issue a plan

 S.37(1) Where, in the light of an EHC needs assessment, it is necessary for special 

educational provision to be made for a child or young person

 (a) the local authority must secure that an EHC plan is prepared for the child or 

young person, and

 (b) once an EHC plan has been prepared, it must maintain the plan.



Myths and half-truths

 We cant do x, y or z for your child as no EHCP

 ADHD isn’t enough for an EHC plan

 There’s no point applying your child is too bright, not far 

enough behind, not severe enough its just  

behaviour/attitude problem/academic irresponsibility

 The school have to apply or at least support your EHC 

application for it to be successful

 Independent schools cannot be named in a plan

 10 hours home tuition pw is suitable full-time education

 We have to treat all children equally



Where’s the evidence? Why? Why? Why? Because Because Because 

 SAR: School and LA

 Medical and other expert reports from involved 

professionals

 Private/Legal Help/LA funded expert reports

 Case Management Directions

 Quality of evidence: Tribunal standard



 Section 6 (1) (EqA): 

 A person (P) has a disability if—

 (a) P has a physical or mental impairment, and 

 (b) the impairment has a substantial and long-term 

adverse effect (12 m+) on P's ability to carry out normal 

day-to-day activities

Disability



Obligation to make reasonable adjustments

 There are 2 requirements applicable to schools:

 RA Requirement 1: Where a PCP of A’s puts a disabled person at a 

substantial disadvantage in relation to a relevant 

matter(Admissions, Provision of education, Access to benefit or 

service) in comparison to persons who are not disabled, to take 

such steps as it is reasonable to have to take to avoid the 

disadvantage.

 RA Duty 3: Where a disabled person would, but for the provision of 

an auxiliary aid, be put at a substantial disadvantage in relation to a 

relevant matter in comparison to peers who are not disabled

 Aid is a piece of equipment e.g. special chair, computer.

 Service is something people provide such as personal assistance / 

therapy



The Act permits more favourable 

treatment for disabled people



Protection of the Equality Act

 A person (A)           discriminates against a disabled 

person (B)               if: 

 (a) A treats B unfavourably because of something 

arising in consequence of B’s disability, and

 (b) A cannot show that the treatment is a proportionate 

means of achieving a legitimate aim e.g. Health and Safety 

can trump disability



The average SEN Parent’s mind



Dealing with Schools

 This is how they may see you: 

Combative                 Over protective        Helicopter



How To: Deal with Schools

 Things to remember:



What if your ‘honey’ isn’t sweet 

enough?

 School complaints procedure including appeal panel

 Complaint to EFA or DFE for Breach of Statutory Duty 

or Unreasonableness

 Ofsted (limited)

 EHC Assessment and/or SEN Appeal

 Equality Act Claim ( disability discrimination)

 Local Government Ombudsman (LA)

 Judicial Review (LA in child’s name if merit)

 NB: Distinction between State v Independent –

contractual relationship/but EqA applies



Practical Top Tips

1. Meetings – if you do not know why you are going to a meeting why are you going? Know your CVAO and specifically what 

you intend to achieve. If you have no idea what the problem is or the resolution sought get help.

2. Phone calls and meetings – no paper trail – room for miscommunication - follow up with emails confirming understanding. 

3. Emails - be factual – be concise – ask for  the resolution you want. Save for emergency no need to respond instantly. If 

you can, sleep on it especially when angry– seek advice if unsure.

4. Bite size chunks – focus on the micro win and barriers to next step – rather than the entire mountain to climb

5. Avoid conspiracy theories – lack of awareness /resources /underdeveloped skills set  more persuasive arguments – if you 

being right makes others wrong they are unlikely to agree, use appreciative enquiry and  lessons learned approach

6. Support your child’s intrinsic interests (arguing – debate, hyperactivity sport – creative – bake) find  area of greatest 

competence and focus on that.  We can be innovative, hyper-focused, resilient, enigmatic, energetic there is life beyond 

school.

7. Be in charge – this is demonstrated by routine, consistency of firm fairness, and absolutely meaning what you say, your 

child needs to know the world can contain them – 1 support person is enough a village is less tiring. 

8. Self Care – you matter and others are best fed from the overflow of your full cup

9. When you’re done grieving the neurotypical child you anticipated – learn to love what you have and make the best of 

where you are – there are likely to be some very humorous moments. 

10. Remind then and yourself  some of our best gifts come wrapped in sandpaper- see the opportunity beyond the challenge

12.        There is no magic bullet – it is a marathon not a sprint but positive outcomes are very possible.



Where can parents go for help?

 Charities: IPSEA & SOS SEN (free and independent)

 LA funded SENDIASS (free)

 Legal aid solicitor (means tested – limited no rep)

 Private solicitor (expensive)

 Support groups (shared experience)

 Coaches (support)



Education


